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Which of the above statements is/are 
incorrect?

1 only(a) 

2 only(b) 

Both 1 and 2(c) 

Neither 1 nor 2(d) 

Which of the following statements is/are correct 15. 
regarding the Global Tiger Forum (GTF)?

It is the only inter-governmental & 1. 
international body campaigning to save 
the TIGER worldwide. 
The General Assembly of GTF meets once 2. 
in four years.

Select the correct answer using the code given 
below:

1 only(a) 

2 only(b) 

Both 1 and 2(c) 

Neither 1 nor 2(d) 

Consider the following:16. 
The Water (Prevention and Control of 1. 
Pollution) Cess Act, 1977
The Public Liability Insurance Act, 19912. 
Wildlife (Protection) Act, 1972    3. 

Which of the above Act/Acts is/are covered  
under the National Green Tribunal (NGT)?

2 and 3 only(a) 

3 only(b) 

1 only(c) 

1 and 2 only(d) 

Consider the following:17. 
Projects supporting the development and 1. 
demonstration of integrated community 
energy solutions.
Projects in critical renewable energy 2. 
infrastructure areas such as Silicon 
Manufacturing.
Projects that would include energy 3. 
storage for hybrid and plug-in electric 
vehicles, solid state lighting, catalysis, 
biological and environmental research 
etc.

Which of the above projects are fi nanced under 
the National Clean Energy Fund?

2 and 3 only(a) 

1 and 3 only(b) 

1, 2 and 3(c) 

1 and 2 only(d) 

Consider the following statements about the 18. 
National Wild Life Action Plan for 2017-2031:

This is the fi rst time that an action plan 1. 
on wildlife is recognizing the impact of 
climate change on wildlife
This is second National Wildlife Action 2. 
Plan (NWAP) released by Union Ministry 
of Environment, Forests and Climate 
Change (MoEFCC) .
Plan also suggests private sector 3. 
participation in the wildlife conservation 
process .

Which of the above statements are correct?
1 and 3 only(a) 

2 and 3 only(b) 

1 and 2 only(c) 

1, 2 and 3(d) 

Consider the following statements regarding 19. 
functions of National Afforestation And Eco-
Development Board:

To sponsor research and extension of 1. 
research fi ndings to disseminate new and 
proper technologies for the regeneration 
and development of degraded forest areas 
and adjoining lands
To restore fuelwood, fodder, timber and 2. 
other forest produce on the degraded 
forest and adjoining lands in order to 
meet the demands for these items.    

Which of the above statements is/are correct?
1 only(a) 

2 only(b) 

Both 1 and 2(c) 

Neither 1 nor 2(d) 

Recently, India achieves complete phase out of 20. 
which of the one most potent ozone depleting 
chemical?

HCFC-31(a) 

HCFC-141 b(b) 


